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Markets: Select emerging stock markets are performing better than the average wiping out losses from 2010

to early 2016. So far this year the Dow Jones is up 5% in comparison to 9.80% return from the MSCI

Emerging Markets Index, which tracks twenty-three countries including Argentina, Brazil,  Chile, China,

Taiwan, and Turkey. 

Trade  relations  with  US  are  stronger  than  past  crises  given  President  Donald  Trump’s  solid  business

executive experience and the realistic elaboration on how government will be doing more with possibly

“less available” funds and steeple. The axiom could even imply looking to European-style internal corporate

ways and reciprocal units. 

For one immediate comment, automakers have asked US Environment Protection Agency to toss the upheld

mileage decision regarding light-vehicle greenhouse gas emissions standards, voted in 2012 through 2025 by

previous cabinet. 

Stocks to Watch:  McDonald's Corp (MCD) diners rolled out a smaller and jumbo-sized version of the

iconic Big Mac. The fast food restaurant starting in April is going to sell soft drinks of any size for as little

as a dollar. The company last year made its popular breakfast items available all day.

Suez SA (SZEVY) eased 13 cents to $7.40 after the French waste and water group may consider acquiring

General Electric Co’s (GE) water business. The latter earns $250 million to $300 million including taxes.

Suez in October merged its power business with Baker Hughes Inc (BHI), provider of oilfield services and

technology provider based in Houston, Texas.

Tesla Inc (TSLA) dropped 0.81% to $254.07 a day after the luxury electric cars maker said Model 3 sedan

remains on schedule, to reach production of 5,000 units per week by year end. Tesla posted in fourth quarter

net loss of 78 cents a share on significantly increased revenue. Sales grew 88.1% to $2.28 billion on the

year, reflecting higher integrated cash sales of residential solar panels and energy storage services. 

Net loss narrowed to $121.3 million or 78 cents a share from $320.4 million or $2.4 a share in 2015.

Sequentially in third quarter Tesla earned $21.9 million after three previous quarters in the red. 

Full-year sales surged 73% to $7 billion, but Tesla lost $773 million compared to loss of $887 million a year

earlier. The company is now building a solar energy factory in Sparks, Nevada that will operate in full

capacity in 2018.

Cycles:  In  post-election  months  cyclical-sector  funds  have  reclaimed  investors’ confidence  thanks  to  a

mixed basket of carefully analyzed companies,  earnings and management.  Two leading funds that offer

value benefit and protection against market pullbacks are iShares Core S&P US Value (IUSV) and iShares

S&P 500 Value (IVE), up 4.14% to $51.17 and 4.17% to $105.59 respectively year to date.

Both  funds  are  invested  in  financials,  energy,  industrials,  healthcare,  and consumer  staples.  Both  offer

rotation out of defensive sectors, yet not too distant from the risk curve. Any increased allocation to health

care will give continued contrarian exposure because the sector was particularly battered over the past year,

unlike more concentrated, industry-specific funds like Financial Select Sector SPDR (XLF). 

XLF tracks S&P 500 financial  stocks according to market value hierarchy. The fund returned 5.03% to

$24.39 so far this year.


